
D1M12RIEVIC, Nadine

1. Lives Hotel Goldener Hirsch, Sb., was the secretary of a company owned

by her husband Jowan named the Balkan Commercial 2xx Agency (location unknown).

The company acted as an intermediary in buying and selling textiles mostly.

The husband had no capital but acted merely as a middleman buying and selling

goods for other people. All of the names in the woman's address book were busi-

ness contacts.

MIHAIL=	
(c. / c)

1. Might be the same as PRODANOt. t; was in town a month ago and is expected

to come back. MILUNANOWITSCH's torpedo will finger him as soon as he returns.

DINIC

1. Was not working for Green. According to MILOWANOWITSCH he was quite

an opportunist. He int used to tell NIKY that when he was an attache (diplomatic)

in Sofia that Boris used to quail before him. Also that he was the master of

conspiracy.

TORONJI, Julius

1. in the British interr. report of 15 March 46 of subject who was picked

up for illegal possesion of a car in Polish uniform, a Hungari,n„. Subject says

info. from Hungary warmed him to be suspicious of the Hung. Red Cross and that

the following were Soviet agents:

MADAY, Dr. Stefan - head of the Sb. Hung. Red Cross

BEVIS, Dr. fnu - Hung. conul Innsbruck

VOGEL - building eng.

SOOS, Dr. Geza - now in Switz. and head of Rome Hung. Red Cross.

KVACZ, Zoltan - expedted in Klagenfurt or Graz.	 (	 / C.

DRASKOVIC, Count Juraj who has been living in Mondsee for a year (had some strange

things to report what he did during the war) imaticifiki came to MILOWANOWITSCH

and told him what a nice guy VUKOVIC was.
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MAX

SKARZHINSKIJ works for STACHOWITSCH who is supposed to be working for kilm AmDrican

intelligence. Both have a lot of funds says ALFERNTSCHIK

MOLEO'has been seen riding in a weapons carrier USFA 62M * F.HOSP. 12209158. Has

been seen all over Sb in this auto.

KARENIN and KOSJANOW worked with MARTENS; live m g very well, yet they sought and

foUnd employment with an American unit. ALF will find which unit.

MARTENS goes fregquently to Aschach on the Danube where there is a ferry to the

Russian side.

ALF Would also like to know what happened to DJAKON who was arrested by Americans,

a jleep full of officers and a 2i full of dogfaces. The Americans also went to

Itzling where they picked up another joker. The dogfaces were not MP's


